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Do you love gripping mysteries?Do you love gripping mysteries? Then discover Ruby Baker, a young woman with a talent for uncovering the truth.

A child found alone on the beach,A child found alone on the beach, shouting into the waves.

A mother who served ten yearsA mother who served ten years for a crime she says she didn’t commit.

Ruby BakerRuby Baker is back with another seaside mystery. When she and her friends rescue a child from the beach in a storm,

police are baffled. Nobody has reported a child missing, and the girl seems so traumatised that she is unable to speak.Nobody has reported a child missing, and the girl seems so traumatised that she is unable to speak.

In Johnny’s hairdressing salon, the notorious Beverly Collins makes an appointment with Ruby, but it soon becomes

clear the woman wants more than a haircut. 

Beverly has just been released from Holloway Prison after serving ten years for child cruelty. The body of her missingThe body of her missing

daughter was never found, but Beverly insists she is innocent,daughter was never found, but Beverly insists she is innocent, and she wants Ruby Baker’s Investigation Bureau to

prove it.

This isn’t going to be an easy investigation. Opinion is divided on Beverly’s innocence. Reporters Kenny and James

are keen to uncover a big story, while Ruby’s best friend, Mary, is distracted and struggling to deal with motherhood.

As Ruby tries to unravel the past,As Ruby tries to unravel the past, she discovers that Beverly Collins’ release seems to have triggered a bizarre chain of
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events. 

Was she really framed, and if so, where is her daughter Ella now?Was she really framed, and if so, where is her daughter Ella now? And who is the mystery girl on the beach?

What readers are saying about BEFORE I FOUND YOUWhat readers are saying about BEFORE I FOUND YOU

“A cracking read.cracking read.” Olga

“A good mystery, set in Brighton, which will keep you guessing until the end.keep you guessing until the end.” Barbara

“An entertaining and satisfying readentertaining and satisfying read which I recommend to others who enjoy crime fiction.” Paromjit Hayers 

“The story is so good I had a hard time putting the book down.I had a hard time putting the book down.” Hannelore Cheney

“Great book.Great book. Brilliant storyline and excellent main characters.” Stephanie Collins

Discover a gripping new mystery writer today. Great for fans of Agatha Christie or LJ Ross.Discover a gripping new mystery writer today. Great for fans of Agatha Christie or LJ Ross.

This is the second book in a mystery series set in 1960s Brighton, a tumultuous time of change and opportunity.

RUBY BAKER SERIESRUBY BAKER SERIES

Book 1: BEFORE I LEFT

Book 2: BEFORE I FOUND YOU
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